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How To NOWCAST The Current Conditions For Boardsailing
by Mark Powell

cenario one: You've just awak-

ened

to the sound of

your
NOAA weather radio telling you that it
is going to blow 15 to 20 and it will
actually be warm enough to sail your
short board without your hands freezing 10 the booms. You gingerly drive
off at 8 a.m. so you'll be the first one
on the beach. lt's sunny, a bit o{ dew

on the ground, a few small cumulus
clouds moving rapidly overhead, and
a bit cool. You arrive at the beach to
the sight of a flat calm. Should you
turn around and go home to catch up
on your sleep or go ahead and rig up?
Scenario two: You arrive at Lake

Bradford (a small inland lake)and see
ripples covering the lake and Spanish

moss swaying in the breeze. lt's
a sunny day and there are several

large but harmless cumulus clouds
sitting motionless above. You've just
finished tying your outhaul and look

up to see a flat calm. should you
unrig an-d forget about sailing or put
on your Walkman, relax and wait for
wind?

Scenario three: You are racing in
the Olympic trials at Long Beach and
a fresh sea breeze has just begun.
You've just gotten a beautiful start in
clear air at the favored pin end of the
starting line. While trying to creatively
steer, upwind you notice that the fleet
has all gone deep to the right side of
the course. Why did they do that?
All these scenarios have something in common. They all contain
current weather condition data that

has been measured by a very sophis-

ticated instrumentation system (your
senses) and transmitted in real-time
to a mini computer (your brain). Unfortunately, how you use the informa-

tion depends on the power of the
minicomputer which can vary depending on the manufacturer! The
rapid gathering and deciphering of
current weather information is known

as NOWCASTING and you may not
know it but you do it every time you
sail.

Nowcasting is not really {orecasting, it is the art of making an observation of what is happening NOW and
applying it to what you are doing
simultaneously. ln order to know how

to apply the information we collect
with our senses we have to continuPhoto by
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stay that way. There's plenty of wind
for your short board, it's just up 900

feet above the ground with

the

clouds. Now that you've observed
the current conditions and deciphered what is causing them, what
ously learn as much as we can about

what is causing the current local
weather conditions. We must also be
familiar with the latest forecast,
To give you an idea of what I'm
talking about we'll go back to our
three scenarios and apply nowcasting. We'll investigate typical condi-

tions affecting boardsailing in dit
ferent areas, namely the effects of
turbulence on the winds we sail in,
offshore and onshore winds, thunderstorm winds and the sea breeze. You

may want to take a glance at my
weather article in the July/August
1983 issue ol WindRider to brush up
on basic weather parameters and

how forecasts are made.
Back to scenario one. You have
used your eyes to observe that dew is

on the ground and the upper level
winds are strong (since the clouds
are moving rapidly). Since it is still
early in the morning the sun has just
started heating the land (leading to
small cumulus clouds), but the air is
still cooler close to the ground and
warmer above. This is a stable condition; warm air over cold air tends to

do you do? You know from the forecast that it's supposed to be a nice

day so it should heat up the land
enough so that warm rising parcels
of calm air from near the ground
(thermals)will trade places with puffs
of strong winds from above (with the

thermal rises from another part of the
surrounding countryside. ln the process of mixing, the direction of the
new air from aloft can be altered so
that each thermal brings down wind
from a different direction. Therefore
you can expect to have brief (maybe

Yz hour) periods of wind, interof calm. The

spersed with periods

length of the periods depends on the

winds aloft and the amount of surface heating. Racing in these conditions has been known to drive some

same direction that the clouds are

people bananas!

moving). This upsets the stable condi-

ln scenario three you've noticed
that most of the fleet has tacked otf
to the right, ln a fleet this talented
such an event can usually be attributed to a windshift or current.

tions and allows the low level and upper levelwinds to mix. Therefore, you
rig up and get ready for a vigorous
sail in an hour or two.
ln scenario two we have a typical
inland lake in the southeast U.S. The

forecast has told you to prepare for
variable winds and you are too far
from the coast to have a sea breeze.
This situation is similar to scenario
one except that the winds aloft are
much weaker. The clouds are barely
moving and what is happening is that
a thermal will rise from one side of
the lake and be replaced by a mixture

of calm

surrounding

air and

light

winds aloft. This willresult in a patch

of breeze spreading out from

6ne
side of the lake and eventually coverrng it, and then dying out until the next

Since you are sailing in a sea breeze

which just began, you .remember

from your mental notes on previous

sea breezes that they usually veer
gradually as they progress inland.
This gradual veer (clockwise wind
shift) is caused by the earth's rotation
beneath the wind. Although too complicated to discuss here, the earth
rotates beneath the breeze making it
veer. ln the span of a day a sea
breeze can veer by as much as 90
degrees, or even more, depending on
the coastline orientation, the land-sea
temperature difference, and weather
system wind that was in existence
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before the seabreeze.
The typical conditions that affect
boardsailing in most of our sailing
areas are 'local' winds as opposed to
'weather system winds.' By'weather
system winds,' I mean the winds that
are caused by high pressure systems
behind fronts or the winds caused by
the low pressure systems associated
with fronts. Local winds are caused

by a combination of local

effects
such as topography, the proximity to

and any direction change to behind
the sail forces you into the drink
before you have time to react, while
your $80 Vuarnets sink to the bottom.
The next time you go boardsailing,
spend a couple of minutes just looking at the water. You can learn a lot
about the local conditions by looking
at how the wind affects the water sur-

face. As puffs advance towards you
across the water surface in onshore

winds you can see them as roughly
circular areas of darker water. This rs

caused by the light reflection {rom
many very small wavelets or 'catspaws' that are superimposed on the
existing larger waves. ln strong offshore winds, however, the way the

light reflects off the back of the
wavelets when we observe from the
shore causes them to look less dark
and the strength can be very deceiv-

the open sea, and horizontal and ver-

tical temperature differences. These
are difficult to forecast. ln order for
local winds to occur, weather system
or slow
movrng. However, even if the weather system winds are strong, local ef-

conditions must be weak

fects can cause them to vary

be-

tween locations. The stronger weather system winds can be forecast accurately but are heavily influenced by

the topography surrounding the lake
or the bay or ocean if the flow is offshore. Trees, houses, hills and other
features act as obstacles to the wind.

As the air tries to flow around these
barriers, turbulence is generated (see
Figure 1)and you feel it in the form of
random changes of wind speed and

directron. The rapid changes of
speed and direction are known as
puffs (the pockets of stronger wind)

Figure 2
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and lulls (the weaker spots). We have
all felt the impact of a sudden gust
with a simultaneous direction change
while sailing upwind. This is known as
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the 'slam dunk' (see figure 2): a
combination of a helm change
caused by the wind speed increase
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'downbu rsts.' Strong vertical motions
known as updrafts and downdrafts
are present in all thunderstorms.
Occasionally, and without warning,

ing. The land obstacles cause turbulence which makes the wind weak-

er near the shore. The wind speed

slowly increases as it flows over the
much smoother sea surface until, at
a distance of about 30-40 times the
height of the land obstacles, it has
achieved speeds high enough, and

has blown over the water

long

enough, to cause whitecaps. Many of
us prepare to go sailing in these conditions without carefully assessing
the wind. lt looks tike a beautiful day
of 10-12 knot winds until we look
carefully far offshore and notice that

there are whitecaps and the wind is
really blowing 20 plus. This becomes

a safety hazard when we sail

off-

shore into steadily increasing winds

and find that we can't handle the con-

ditions with the equipment we're
using. lt is especially dangerous
when sailing in the ocean or a large
lake.

ln the

summer, sometimes the

only way you can sail in strong winds
on small inland lakes (or other
locations) is to await a thunderstorm
(see figures 3 and 4). An ordinary
thunderstorm is capable of winds

over 30 knots and very heavy rain
and lightning. A severe thunderstorm
is capable of producing hail, torna-

does, frequent strikes of lightning and

weather radio to be sure that the
National Weather Service has not
issued any severe weather or special

marine warnings and that the storm
is: 1) more than five miles to either

an updraft and downdraft can become oriented close to each other

side of you and moving parallel or
away from you, 2) not producing
heavy rain at your location (you

with rotation, developing a tornado.

Also occasionally but more frequently than tornadoes, a downdraft can
spread out violently at the surface,

should maintain five miles visibility),
and 3) not producing wind from an
offshore direction. ln order to sail in
thunderstorm winds you have to be
very experienced at nowcasting.

causing very strong straight line

winds or 'downbursts' that can exceed 100 mph. Modern meteorology
has only recenly discovered down-

I

recommend seeking shelter and ob-

bursts, which can cause damage

serving the condltions from safety

mistaken for tornadoes. As you can

until you have a true understanding of

see, thunderstorm boardsailing is
akin to playing Russian roulette.

the situation. There have

Lightning alone is such a hazard in
Florida that I go in to shore as soon
as I see ANY within five miles of
where I'm sailing. This also applies to
any other location. The only time that
you should consider sailing in thunderstorm winds is if you are experiencing inflow or outflow from a storm

who have had close brushes with
inj[ry and even death.
Most of us who sail in coastal
areas, bays, and large lakes are
familiar with the sea breeze. The sea
breeze is the dependable and consistent wind condition in these sites
for most of the year, especially the
spring and summer. At other times of
the year weather system winds predominate. The sea breeze is actually

that is NOT moving toward you.
Unfortunately, only a very welltrained eye or a radar can determine

the direction of movement of a
thunderstorm.
Sometimes several thunderstorms
align together to form a squall line.
Determining motion of such

a

a

wind circulation (see figure

generated when there

is a

5)

large
temperature difterence between the

sea and the land and the weather

line

can be dangerous because the thunderstorm cells can be moving in one

direction while the line moves

already

been too many instances of crazies
sailing their boards in thunderstorms

system wind rs weak. This difference
is usually bigger in the spring and
early summer. lf you're observant,
you can nowcast the occurrence of
the sea breeze. The things to look for
are: 1)lots of heating over the land

in

another. I don't recommend it, but if

you still want to take a chance and
sail, you should check your NOAA
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storms can develop inland. lf the
upper level weather system winds
are offshore these thunderstorms
can sometimes move out to sea,

{

ruining a day of sailing. To compound

On color weather radar screens

the situation, these storms can be
hard to see on hazy summer days

severe thunderslorms will show
several colors indicating high levels of

intensity or rainfall rate.

and often you can't hear the thunder
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Radar Depiction ol a Squall Line

since the sea breeze is blowing
toward the storm. To make matters
worse, nearby thunderstorrns can
also generate 'anvil' clouds of thin
cirrus at upper levels. This cirrus
canopy can reduce the land heating
enough to kill the sea breeze completely, again cutting short a day of
boardsailing. As you can see, even a

dependable and consistent wind

such as the sea breeze can have bad

(sunny

or partly cloudy

conditions)

2) a gradually weakening land breeze

or weather system wind (these are
usually offshore), 3) the absence of
clouds well offshore (this is caused
by the descending motion of the cir-

culation evaporating the clouds),
4) the enhanced development of

cumulus clouds into towering
cumulus over land, and 5)the

de-

velopment of a line of shallow cumulus clouds extending parallel to the

shoreline less than five miles offshore and moving towards the shore

(this is the rrsing branch of the circulation).

The sea breeze approaches from

its generating area offshore as

a

broadening line of darker water beneath the line of cumulus clouds. The

generating area of the sea breeze
does not extend more than a few
miles offshore, where calm winds

prevail. The approaching 'sea breeze

front,' is actually a mini cold front of
cool ocean air pushing underneath
warm air of land origin. The oceanic
air converges with the land based air

at the front, sometimes causing the
unfortunate circumstance of being
becalmed in the company of insects
and pollution in high concentrations
while waiting for the front to push
through. The sea breeze front can

days.

We've just gone over many of the
mechanisms responsible for most of
the winds we sail in, and it is hoped

you now have a basis to improve
your own level of nowcasting. By
applying nowcasting with the continuously expanding power of your
minicomputer (brain), you should be
able to make wise decisions to improve your boardsailing performance. Just beware of power outages

move inland as much as 30-40 miles

(othenvise known as being 'out to
lunch'), and remember to turn your
measuring instruments on, i.e. keep
your eyes open!
a

rising motion over land, that thunder-

National Hurricane Research Laboratory
in Miami, Florida, last wrote on weather f or
our July/August 7983 lssue.

and, as we mentioned in our third
scenario, it usually veers gradually
while moving inland. Sometimes the
sea breeze front causes so much

Mark Powell,

a

meterologist with the

Figure 5
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